Center 1
Describe the perfect..
In this center you will work with your group to think about what you think a
“perfect” student, teacher, classroom and school should look like.
Things to think about:


What do you expect of yourself as a student?



What do you expect of your teacher?



What do you expect of your classmates?



What do you expect of your school?



What helps you learn the most?



What would make your school day most enjoyable?

Note:


Be realistic



You can use sentences, short phrases, words and pictures



Think outside of the box



Keep adding to what the students before you have listed

Your group needs to add at least 2-3 items to each section!

Center 2
Syllabus scavenger hunt
In this center you will work individually to score the most
points possible by the end of the group work time.



Use the syllabus to answer as many questions as possible.



Each question is worth a certain number of points.



You do not have to answer the questions in order



Do not cheat, work as quickly as possible and on your own.

There is a prize for the person who has the most points at the
end of the center time.
Note: In case of a tie; teacher will have a tie breaker to determine winner!

Center 3
Team building
In this center you will work with a group to build the tallest
solo cup tower possible.
Materials:


36 solo cups



Rubber band with yarn attached
-Choose the rubber band with the number of people in you group

The base of your pyramid should have 8 cups and work your way up
8 then 7 then 6 and so on…..

Center 4
Relax and color
In this center you will work individually.
The directions are simple.



Choose a picture.



Color it.



Relax.



Enjoy.

Center 5
Learning Style Inventory
In this center you will work individually.
Answer each question as honestly as possible. Once you are
finished use the scoring guide provided to score yourself.

After you have determined your learning style according to the
inventory, do the following on your sheet of paper with your
scores:


Write your name on it



Tell me your top 2 learning styles and the score





Based on what you read about that learning style and your
own experiences, tell me 3 things about how you learn that
will help me teach this year.
Turn this in to the box

Center 6
Our class is the best hands down
In this center you will work individually.
Trace the outline of your hand and arm. Once you have the
outlined traced, then start thinking of all the things that make
you special.
Ask yourself:
What do you like to do in your spare time? What do you like to eat? Do
you have any special talents? What things are near and dear to your
heart? What places have you been? Who are the special people in your
life? What are some things that have happened to you that have made
you who you are? What are some happy or sad moments in your life?
Decorate your hand with all the things that
make you special or unique. Use words or
drawings and COLOR. You should cover your
whole hand and arm. Leave very little white
space.
Write your name on the front or the back it’s
up to you...I’ll use these to make a mural in the
hallway!

